Inferior parietal lobule projections to anterior inferotemporal cortex (area TE) in macaque monkey.
Parietal cortical areas have generally been considered as part of the dorsal stream and, as such, only indirectly connected with inferotemporal cortex. In this report we demonstrate, by using the anterograde tracer BDA, that much of the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) has direct connections to anterior-ventral TE (TEav) around the anterior middle temporal sulcus (amts). Connections from area PG terminate in layers 1 and 5 as well as 4; and those from area PF, target layer 6 of TEav, with a small secondary focus in layer 4 of anterior-dorsal TE. Connections from areas PG and PF are relatively sparse; but those from the mid-IPL region (approximately area PFG), which terminate in layer 4, are light to moderate. In confirmation of these results, injections of retrograde tracers in TEav produce labeled neurons in the IPL. These are most numerous in layer 3 at the border of areas PG and PFG, but also occur in layer 5/6. These laminar patterns are more complex than the classical 'feedforward' or 'feedback' patterns associated with early sensory areas. Branched collaterals are common; and three of seven reconstructed axons branched to both TEav and to the lateral bank of the occipito-temporal sulcus, itself a major source of inputs to TEav. The existence of connections from the IPL preferentially to TEav and the amts provides another example where direct 'bypass' connections operate in parallel with multiple indirect routes. It provides further evidence for the differential connectivity of subdivisions within anterior TE and is consistent with recent evidence from functional magnetic resonance imaging studies that the region around the amts may be part of a network involved in three- dimensional shape, which is distributed across both 'what' and 'where' processing streams.